Request for Proposal For Outsourcing of Installation and Managed Services
For 4000 Cash Dispensers
Ref: BOI/HO/IT-ADC/CD/2020-21/2 Dated : 01-07-2020
SPECIFICATONS OF MOBILE ATMS
[Mahindra Maxi Truck / Bolero type of Vehicle / JEEP]

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Structure - 1.6 mm CRCA sheets
Paneling - 1.0 mm CRCA sheets
Doors - Four doors on sides with winding glasses. Rear door with fixed glass of size 12" x 9"
Cash Compartment- Full partition behind second seat with lower half fully closed and 1 "x1" mesh
for upper half. Aluminum chequered plate for flooring. MS sheet for interior sides and roof,
collapsible gate at rear door with locking hooks at two places. 2 X chains with locking hooks for
chaining the cash containers to body of the vehicle.
Electrical - 2 X Fog lights 2 X Halogen high power Headlamps
Dimensions - As per drawing attached [On extended chassis] Cabin clear height 53"
Guards on duty should be able to have clear field of fire and handle the gun conveniently.
Equipment
o

Alarm System with three distress switches at co-driver, seat behind the driver and cash
compartment. One magnetic door switch and one motorized siren.

o

One DCP 2 kg. Fire extinguisher

9. Spare tyre - to be mounted on roof on separate bracket.
10. Mesh covers - 1" x 1" wire mesh removable covers for front wind shield glass and rear fixed
glass.

Mobile VAN/Cash Van (CCV) to meet following Criteria
1. Comprehensive insurance/Third Party Insurance of CCV against risk must be available.
Vehicle must be roadworthy.
2. It should be Brand New / perfectly road worthy / mechanically fit vehicle, Jeep Chassis on the
date of commencement / renewal of the agreement.
3. Adequate space for keeping currency boxes and seating arrangements in middle section of one
guard and cash crew of the Bank and with one guard with weapons to sit in the co- driver seat
on the front side (Vehicles will re-modified as per suitable designed given by the Bank).
4. Vehicle should contain adequate fuel and be available at minimum notice as per timings laid
down by the bank.
5. All glass panes and windscreen should be covered with iron grill or wire mesh with portholes
to accommodate the barrel of the gun enabling it to be used conveniently.
6. All doors should have double locks i.e. one from inside and other from outside.
7. Alarm system with siren should be fitted with activation points for the guard, driver and rear
cabin.
8. It should have adequate arrangements of chaining of cash boxes to the body of the vehicle.
9. Cash van should have a fire extinguisher and a first aid box.
10. Cash Van should be provided with a functional cellular/mobile phone and connected to
Mobile tracking system/GPS
11. CCV should have a secure partition between cash crew cabin and cash box area with dual
locking arrangement.
12. CCV should have adequate portholes for observation and use of weapons by guards.
13. CCV should have anti-theft/ burglary central locking system for side and rear doors.
14. Easy maneuverability in narrow lanes and congested areas, where applicable.
15. Should conform to local laws stipulated by transport department and other government
bodies as well as pollution norms.
16. CCV should be fitted with GPS monitoring systems and CCTV cameras for cash boxes
area.
17. Back up cash van will be provided within 2hrs in case the cash van develops any
mechanical fault.
18. To comply with all the MHA guidelines with regard to cash van

